OUR LIBRARY IS FOR ALL
GREAT THINGS ARE HAPPENING AT THE LIBRARY.

At Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh, we are working every day to engage our community in literacy and learning. It gives us great pleasure to share examples of our success in 2017 with you.

On the following pages, you will find vignettes and stories of people who made Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh an important part of their lives this past year. Thanks to your support, thousands of Pittsburghers are exploring their interests, achieving their goals and realizing their dreams through our Library. Together we have tremendous impact.

Our efforts in 2017, reflect the culmination of our 2013-2017 Strategic Plan. Five years ago, we took a hard look at our system and began to imagine the library of the future. We devised a plan in which we promised to make our spaces welcoming and accessible and provide meaningful experiences to all who visit. We promised to get out into the community and engage with people where they are. We promised to stay abreast of the changing ways information is delivered and stories are shared. And, we promised to focus on attaining long-term fiscal health for our library.
As a result, we have changed how we approach our work. We have embraced technology and learned new formats and tools for sharing information and supporting the reading interests of our community. We have cultivated partnerships and collaborations with organizations and entities that enhance our services and bring new audiences. We have created spaces in our locations for hands-on learning and interactive experiences for all ages in support of knowledge and skills essential for school, career and life success. We embarked on a multi-year, fundraising campaign entitled Realize: Our Power, Our Potential, to secure special funds for immediate and future needs.

Throughout this time, we have stayed focused on the individual, valuing personal engagement, providing quality customer service and building strong relationships with all who use our services. We could not have done this without you. Together, along with the Regional Asset District, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and city voters, you are giving residents the opportunity to write new chapters in their lives. Because of your generosity, Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh is a key partner in the City of Pittsburgh and Allegheny County and in the growth and vitality of our region.

On behalf of our Trustees, staff and the visitors who rely on library services, thank you for taking that journey with us!

We are ready for the future and look forward to working together in 2018 and beyond.

Carol Robinson
Chair, Board of Trustees

Mary Frances Cooper
President & Director
CREATING A SPACE TO BE

Her face lights up when she talks about her journey as the founder and editor of Large Print, a literary journal written and managed by teens. Leah’s vision for the publication began as a “random idea brainstormed on a sheet of paper” after library staff asked teen volunteers for ideas on how to use their personal interests to support the Library. “What I want most is for teenagers to have a stable platform for sharing their voices,” she says.

With the encouragement of Library staff, Leah assembled a team of teen volunteers to serve as editors, graphic designers and project managers. For its first issue, Large Print received approximately 70 submissions and published 17.

In her editor’s note to the first issue, Leah wrote, “Everyone has a story, especially teenagers and their wide, heavy, changing voices and teenagers need a space for their stories. This is that space.”

LEAH DEFLITCH WANTS YOU TO KNOW:

“TEEN VOICES ARE VALID.”
LEAH DEFLITCH WANTS YOU TO KNOW:

“TEEN VOICES ARE VALID.”
READY FOR THE FUTURE
OUR LIBRARY IS INCLUSIVE & EQUITABLE

All are welcome here! Our whole community benefits when no one is left behind.

Library philanthropist Andrew Carnegie was a Scottish immigrant who built Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh more than 120 years ago so everyone would have access to information, resources and opportunities. You are helping to continue his legacy by making the Library a welcoming and supportive place for immigrants, refugees and newcomers to Pittsburgh. Here, residents can find multilingual guides, citizenship study kits, GED preparation materials in multiple languages, English language learning materials, information on bilingual storytimes, foreign language DVDs and much more.

2017 Naturalization ceremony held at CLP – Lawrenceville
Meet Simin

Simin moved to Pittsburgh from Iran five years ago and is currently using the Library’s Welcome Center resources to prepare for her citizenship test. She is also a dedicated library volunteer and participant in our language learning classes. In her own words “...I am very happy and grateful for my family in the Main Library. I have found that the librarians I have met are so very welcoming and friendly. The Carnegie Library opened a new world to me to discover Pittsburgh and the U.S.!”
PLAY IS AN ESSENTIAL PART OF A CHILD’S DEVELOPMENT

DESIGNING PHYSICAL SPACES TO ACCOMMODATE EVOLVING SERVICES

It’s one of five early learning activities that gets children ready to read and prepares them for school success. Play also develops problem-solving, critical thinking, language and social skills and promotes self-confidence, healthy brain development, physical growth and creativity. Through a creative partnership with the Children’s Museum of Pittsburgh, seven children’s spaces were redesigned to include train tables, light peg walls, magnetic movers, DUPLO walls, felt boards and cocoon chairs. From the minute the interactive furniture and activity centers were introduced in the Library, our youngest patrons claimed them and owned the spaces.

By offering children and their caregivers a breadth of play experiences and social interaction, the Library not only helps prepare children for school, but also encourages creativity and healthy development. Thanks to contributions of all kinds, the Library creates magical places that promote learning and play. Your support makes the Library a destination for children and their families.
Meet Oliver and Jessica

Children like Oliver learn about the world through play. His mother, Jessica, appreciates having time to interact with parents of other young children during their weekly visits to the Library, noting that it’s hard to find that kind of connection in the early days of parenting. Bonding through play is crucial to every child’s ability to be ready to read and learn. “It is a really great experience for our little family.”
Thanks to you, the Library is investing in neighborhoods. We are committed to creating destination spaces, both physical and virtual, that showcase library collections, services and programs. Our community engagement process has been our most important tool in collecting input from library users, community organizations and neighborhood stakeholders to understand how they use the Library and what they expect from it.

We are in the process of opening CLP – Carrick, the first library in North America built to Passive House building standards which reduces our ecological footprint and results in an ultra-low energy building. Our historic Mt. Washington branch will be our 18th location to undergo a renovation as part of our neighborhood library revitalization program that we began in 2002.
Neighborhood libraries are open for patrons when they need them – after school, evenings and weekends

CLP – Allegheny and CLP – South Side debuted new Sunday hours just in time for the start of Summer Reading to help increase the community’s access to library services, programs and materials.
Keeping pace in an evolving technological world

We’re going beyond big data

Visiting all CLP locations by bike — in one day!

Using data from the Western Pennsylvania Regional Data Center to plot the most efficient route, local grad student Justin Cole attempted to visit all 19 Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh’s branches by bike in one day. “All in all, I’d highly recommend this trip to anyone with an interest in seeing and experiencing Pittsburgh through its neighborhoods and through an institution that is one of the finest in the country,” he said. “Like all good journeys, it wasn’t always easy and requires determination along the way, but you’ll be rewarded with a uniquely Pittsburgh experience.”
Meet Jay Haarburger

Jay is keeping history alive by using the Library’s REcollection Studio to digitize photos and documents related to his grandfather’s military service during World War II. Having fled Nazi Germany in the 1930s, Jay’s grandfather joined an elite team of young German Jews who enlisted in the U.S. Army and returned to Europe to interrogate POWs in their native language. The intelligence gathered by this special group of soldiers played a critical role in the defeat of Adolf Hitler.
Engaged and informed people are vital to an effective democracy. The Library is on the forefront of data literacy, opening dialogue, supporting personal empowerment and promoting tools for civic engagement that enhance the quality of life in our region.

Our staff is incorporating data literacy, open data and data privacy education into programs and services so residents feel confident finding and using data. Data literacy instruction adds an essential layer into our work and expands our capacity to find, interpret and use data to make informed decisions about library services. Thanks to you, residents are using open data to examine global demographic shifts that impact their businesses and changes happening within their own neighborhood to explore transportation, health, criminal justice and personal privacy issues.

Data literacy instruction expands our capacity to find, interpret, and use data to make informed decisions. Drop-in activities at CLP – Main’s Data Day helped patrons explore the data in daily life to discover hidden patterns and insights.
Meet Maggie Jones

In 2017, Maggie celebrated her one year anniversary – and a total of 217 volunteer hours! – with the Library. Reflecting back on her experience, Maggie said, “The accomplishments I made along the way helped me realize I’m a person with no boundaries—so are many people, like me, with autism. If it wasn’t for all of your support throughout the year, I wouldn’t be the woman that I am today.”
At its core, reading is a basic building block that is essential for skill development. Reading allows all ages to explore interests, discover new ones and connect with others, introducing people to experiences that are different from their own. Children who are read to at an early age develop background knowledge on a wide range of topics and become familiar with language patterns. They will begin to use these skills to tell stories of their own and eventually, read stories on their own. It is often the Library that gives children a start in life — providing the reading skills for a foundation for future learning.

The Library’s role in literacy continues through the school years and well into adulthood. Every day, residents of all abilities, skills and backgrounds are connecting with experiences that lead to opportunities for personal and professional growth. At the Library, children and teens learn and grow; adults exchange ideas, acquire new skills and expand their understanding and every person in our community has access to ideas, information and items — in person or electronically.
HELPING READERS CONNECT WITH THE MATERIALS THEY NEED FOR RELAXATION, ENTERTAINMENT AND LIFE-LONG LEARNING

Books inspire. Books teach. They entertain, open doors and, above all, create community.

In 2017, readers borrowed 1.3 million digital books through the Library's county-wide OverDrive-powered digital collection — a record year-over-year growth of 14.1 percent from 2016 — and more than 4.4 million physical items.

For many library users, the experience of reading a book is even better when it is shared. Your financial support allows the Library to provide more than 20 book groups where readers of all ages can meet to discuss what they are reading, share ideas and learn from one another.
Because of you, learning never stops. Residents of all ages are participating in self-directed and guided learning experiences at the Library, from experimenting with synthesizers and portable digital recorders to studying how to use photojournalism to document our neighborhoods’ diversity. Initiatives, such as Summer Reading, foreign language storytimes, afterschool programs, LABS creative spaces, book clubs, learning circles and programs that reflect individual interests are helping to cultivate a city of life-long learners.

Through Library services and resources, people are learning, growing and transforming their lives.
Meet Kenneth Smith

A self-proclaimed “Student of Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh,” Kenneth has completed more than a dozen training courses using lynda.com (available to all patrons with a library card) and proudly displays his certifications on his Instagram. From Cyber Security to Troubleshooting Your PC (which helped him update his home computer’s operating system), Kenneth wants to be up-to-speed on all of the latest digital skills and hopes to pursue a career in tech support.
Realize: Our Power, Our Potential

Together, we can realize the potential for individuals, our library and our entire community.

As our community grows and changes, so too must the Library. Today, Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh locations proudly remain places of learning and equal opportunity. Our libraries are 21st century town halls, providing community gathering spaces, attending to everyday wants and delivering help in times of exceptional need.

In response to our community’s needs, we have set a course to transform library services and help shape the region’s future in three key areas—education, workforce and economic development and neighborhood vitality.

In January 2015, we launched Realize: Our Power, Our Potential, a multi-phased major gifts initiative designed to strengthen the Library and ensure its long-term financial health for current and future generations. With your help, the Library raised $17.3 million as of December 31, 2017, towards our $20 million goal for Phase I of Realize.

Your gifts are helping to:

- Maintain daily operations through your annual donation
- Transform the Library with a special gift for enhanced services, facility improvements and innovation in our three priority areas
- Sustain the Library for future generations with a contribution to the endowment or a planned gift

More is yet to be accomplished as the exciting future for our community and the Library continues to unfold. We thank our many supporters who have contributed thus far to Phase I of Realize: Our Power, Our Potential.
2017 OPERATING BUDGET INFORMATION

2017 FUNDRAISING REVENUES
BY SOURCE & PURPOSE

For additional financial information, email donors@carnegielibrary.org or call 412.622.6276.

This report reflects private philanthropic revenues received in 2017. The Library also received $48,313 in revenue from competitive government grant programs to support essential services that the Library provides.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source &amp; Purpose</th>
<th>Unrestricted (Operating Budget)</th>
<th>Restricted Operating</th>
<th>Capital</th>
<th>Endowment</th>
<th>Library for the Blind &amp; Physically Handicapped</th>
<th>Grand Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individuals</td>
<td>$537,759</td>
<td>$96,603</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$39,626</td>
<td>$27,140</td>
<td>$701,128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bequests</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>317,581</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>27,508</td>
<td>346,589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporations</td>
<td>440,628</td>
<td>630,250</td>
<td>515,000</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1,070,878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundations</td>
<td>221,024</td>
<td>788,033</td>
<td>165,000</td>
<td>45,755</td>
<td>37,760</td>
<td>1,607,572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups and Organizations</td>
<td>356,864</td>
<td>115,161</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2,065</td>
<td>639,089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trusts</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>24,196</td>
<td>$680,000</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>24,196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,557,775</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,971,823</strong></td>
<td><strong>$85,381</strong></td>
<td><strong>$94,473</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4,389,452</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2017 Operating Revenues**

- 65.1% Regional Asset District
- 13.9% City Library Tax
- 10.2% Commonwealth of Pa
- 4.8% Fundraising (operating)
- 3.8% Earned Income
- 2.0% Table Games
- 0.7% Other Government
- 0.3% City of Pittsburgh
- **Total Revenues**: $32,607,314

**2017 Operating Expenses**

- 57.2% Salaries and Benefits
- 13.7% Library Materials
- 12.2% Facility Related
- 4.1% Supplies & Professional Services
- 3.1% Debt Service
- 3.0% Utilities
- 2.9% IT & Electronic Services
- 2.4% Fundraising & Communication
- 1.4% Fund Balance
- **Total Revenues**: $32,607,314
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh values the many individuals and groups who volunteer their time to support the mission of the Library. This listing includes individuals who volunteered 20 or more hours in 2017.

VOLUNTEERS 2017

THANK YOU

Nora Abuellil
Antoine Adams
Gillian Aikio
Indra Alagar
Jaya Alagar
Becky Alberico
Haifa Alkhatieb
Conny Altendorf
Patrick Altendorf
Srinidhi Alur
Qui-Ante Anderson
Ryan Andrews
Alicia Angemeer Brown
Frank Arbilla
Dennis Atkinson
Maunika Atmakuri
Jordan Auman
William Ayers
David Azagury
Janice Bahary
Jinhae Bae
Mary Lou Bailey
Steven Balko
Ronnie Balko
Julie Balog
Mona Baniamhadi
Diane Barati
Genevieve Barbee
Patricia Barclay
Arthur Barelli
Kathleen Barnard
Brendan Barnes
Antoinette Barnette
Anmed Baxi
Jason Beck
Ty Bellini
Lyra Bennett
Destany Best
Moosa Bhat
Zachary Biddin
Connor Bieneman
Emad Bisal
Katherine Black
Michael Bolam
Jamillah Bort
Joshua Booth
Diana Bowden
Morgan Boyer
Patricia A. Boykin
Sydney Brinton
Ronald Brisky
Stephanie Brissette
Devin Bristol
Darryl Brown
Nairobi Brown
Jessica Bryan
Kriston Bucco
Zara Bucco
Alice Conyers-Jones
Katie Coploy
Deborah Cordy
Cherie Cottongim
Rachel Coury
Paul Cress
Martell Crowley
Yannning Cui
Robert Cunningham
Diane Curtis
Anne Curtis
Marion Damick
Paolo d’Andrea
Evan Daverio
Arthur Decker
Simon Dehghan
Ian DeJong
Amy Del Rio-Gazzo
Rose Delkum
Eugene Delserone
Robert Demsky
Shawn Diggs
Linda Dimish
Melissa Dodge
Bill Doorley
Joy Dore
Mark Dougherty
Cahill Dukett
Gia Dunn
Carol Duray
Keely Durkin
Emilee Dzadowsky
Shakur Eackles
Roxanna Elbeck
Betty Eschler
Daniel Eller
Matthew Eppley
Todds Ems
Joe Farinacci
Meghan Feeley
Rory Fetter
Rob Ford
Robert Fischer
Charles Fitzgerald
Raphael Flaherty
Natalie Flores-Ancig
Damion Freeman
Josephine Friedman
Elekha Frye
Tomoko Fukuda
Lauren Fuller
Derrick Gaines
ShyAnn Gepczowski
Robert Gall
Bill Galloway
Michael Ganti
Juliette Geneviva
Latrell Germany
Kathleen Gilbert
Anne-Lise Girard
Jean-Luc Glorieux
Jack Goerl
Yan Gong
Kazuyo Good
Ana Gorbunova
Angie Goslin
Lance Grabowski
Lawrence Grochalski
Andrew Gu
Patricia Guerra
Ana Gutnaka
Abigail Hall
Tom Harrover
Bre Harvey
Daniel Hatfield
Patti Heffron
Randi Heikes
Maxine C. Heller
Lauren Henry
Karen Hepper
Eleanor Hershberg
Rick Hertzog
Mary Hight
David Hills
Linda Holien
Makaila Honom-Smith
Kelsey Hope
Nancy Hopkins
Matt Houghton
Sharon Householder
Karen Habovsksy
Luu Hu
Tyler Hudson
Bernadette Hughes
Claire Hughes
Kwile Hutchinson
Sangyou Hyun
Dolores Innamorato
Mike Inokachi
Amita Jeygar
Courtney Jacobs
Alan James
Randi James
Hyeju Jang
Gabi Jegasothy
Jumna Joan
Emily Joong
Tina Jerzyk
Evie Jin
Jerry Johnson
Makiya Johnson
MarQuell Johnson
Will Johnson
Anonymous
Chardae Jones
Hannah Jones
Maggie Jones
Mike Jones
Yeonsoo Jung
Patte Kelley
Shelis Kelty
Robert Kemp
Kathleen Kenna
Burt Kennedy
Yukan Kikuchi
Anna Kim
Dahin Diane Kim
Jyoon Kim
Judy Kimlin
Deborah King
Natalie Kocheratz
Helen Koter
Bill Kowacki
Laura Krasnow
Eric Kresh
Linda Lafer<br>Hannah Lam<br>Roma Latham-Dallas<br>Peggy Lattner
Mary Lazier
Sandy Lazier
Jaejun Lee
Jyoon Lee
Yelim Lee
2017 Individual Donors

Shakespeare Circle
$50,000+
Randy and Susan Dorrance

Wilson Circle
$25,000 - $49,999
State of Erwin and Beverly Steenberg

Austen Circle
$10,000 - $24,999
The Honorable Nora Barry Fischer

Emerson Circle
$5,000 - $9,999
John R. McKinley, Jr.

Thackeray Circle
$2,500 - $4,999
Mrs. Nancy Bernstein and Dr. Robert Schoen

Dickens Circle
$1,000 - $2,499
Randy and Susan Dorrance

* Deceased

Susan and David Brownlee

Alice R. Buchanan
Emily Bush and Clark Haynes
James and Margaret Byrne
Alba Caliendo and Paul Heckman
Joseph and Brenda Calihan
Thomas and Patricia Canfield
Gerald and Barbara Chait
Kim Berkeley Clarke
Carolyn Counciull
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory D. Curtis
Bernie Devlin and Kathryn Roeder
Mr. and Mrs. J. Christopher Donahue
James Donnell
Bill and Gail Doring
Ellen Doyle and Lawrence A. Frolik
Mary Jo Dressel
Estate of Mrs. Anne Roberts Duff
Hrb Elshe and Eloise Hirsh
Ron and Susan Fischl
James G. Fleischmann
Joan B. Friedman
Tom and Terri Galante
Dr. Edward Gerjuoy*
Elliot Gill
Natalie Glance and David Hull
Laurie Graham
Julianne Hagan and Randy Feenstra
Anna Herbin
Paul T. Harper
Drew Joehne and Amy Hartman
Beth M. Henke and Matthew Cunningham
Dorothy R. Hopkins
Lona and Kerry Huffman
Kirk Kolesy
Carole King and Chip Burke
Dr. Kortlandt and Anna Singer
Dr. Ramayya Krishnan and Dr. Rema Padman
Christina and Michael LiMark
Jacqui and John Lazo
Elsa Linbach
Kurt and Debra Limbach
Barbara Logan
George P. Long III
Jim Lynch and Amy Fields
Susan and Mike Malone
Janet Markel
Mr. Colin B. Marks
Mary A. McDougall
Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Walter T. McGoough, Jr.
Kristen and Kevin McMahon
Mildred Meyers
Shayna T. Miller
Alice B. Mitinger
Matthew and Lauren Mohn
James and Susan Morris
Courtney Murphy and Nathan E. Comstock
Mary Murwin
Karen Oberg
Patrick O’Donnell*
Joy Packer and Amy Bayer
Stiddharth Pant and Andrea DiMartini
Betty Peitz
Ms. Lila Phanchaya
Susan M. Petersen and Stefan Frembgen
Gretchen Raspe
Carolyn and Richard Reed
Susan and Hesh Reinfield

Joshua and Amanda Shapira
Dr. Richard L. Simmons
Lauren J. Smith
Edward and Diane Sobolak
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Sorbara
Megan and Jason Spak
Drs. Robert and Janet Squires
Mark Steele
Frederick W. Steinberg
Marian Streiff
Thomas and Barbara Sturgis III
LaShawnda Thomas
Carolina and David Thor
Ellen and Franklin Toker
Albert and Megan Trzorca
Joanne Tyzenhouse
Todd Underwood and Beth Prairie
Kathryn and Mr. Donald R. Fischer
Jackie Wechsler
Michael and Nancy Weissman
Wynian Weinzenbaum and Reza Vazii
Mary Ellen Williams
Jay and Pat Quinn Winter
Weiming Yao-Gorman
Estate of Hilda V. Zaiden

Hawthorne Circle
$500 - $999

Thackery Circle
$500 - $999

Dickens Circle
$1,000 - $2,499

* Deceased

Wayne and Catherine Gerhold
The Gerszten Family
Gabriella C. Gonzalez
Jerold and Elizabeth Gordon
Denise Graham
Paula and Howard Harris
Martha S. Helmicre
Joann Heron
Susan Hershenson
Dale and Susanne Hershey
David and Carolyn Hills
Karen Hoefer and Kenneth Jaros
Dr. Carol L. Hoover
and Mr. Marco J. Schumacher
Michael Horowitz
John D. Houghton
Daniel and Celia Huber
Amanda and Braden Hunsaker
Jeff and Susan Jackson
Ann Jannetta
Paulina Jaramillo
Patricia J. Jarrell and Laurel A. Dagnon
Rogina Kazakdels
Anukul Kapoor and Dana C. Siller
Tasso Katselas
Ann D. Kelton and Jeffrey A. Hritz
Randall Kesterson and David March
Barry and Eileen Kisloff
Robert L. Klatzky and Robert H. Swendsen
Fried and Ellen Leech
Mary Lenox
Erika Linke
William Lovas
James E. Lustren, Jr.
Margaret Mahoney
Rachel and Yitzhak Mandelbaum
Gregory and Mary Marchetti
Sara Marks
Penny Mateer and Randy Pearson
Meghan A. McAndrew
Felhilda A. Meranda and Casey Brennan
Huma and Imran Mohiuddin
Barbara Morycz
James and Marilee Myers
Janice L. Myers-Newbury
June Nimick
Janet L. O’Bryan
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas H. Ostrow
Antoinette C. Ruckers
Dr. Janette S. Partezana
and Dr. William M. Groucutt
Aaron Pollock
Fran Quinlan
Thomas Rawski
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Reilly
C. Cary Reynolds
Claudia Saladin
Michele R. Sandoe and Ken Norris
Terry and Diane Schauane
Alice and Dan Schreiber
Sean and Amy Sebastian
Lee and Myrna Silverman
Joseph M. Smierciak
Patricia Smith
Margie Spenser
Jim and Judy Squires
Clifford and Diane Stevenson
INDIVIDUAL DONORS 2017

THANK YOU

Tennyson Circle
$250 - $499
Anonymous Donors (15)

Candace Kammerer
Daniel G. and Carole L. Kamin
Marlon Jones
William Neil Johnston
Robert L. Jennings, Jr. and Barbara H. Bott
Sheila T. Jackson
Christine and Douglas Hunsinger
Rachel Hovne
Amy and Joseph Hoptay
John Hooper and Gail Pesyna
Katherine A. Homrok, M.D.
Ms. Carol Hoffman
Deanne Heller and Alan Fear
Ashley Hatcher-Peralta
Deanne Heller and Alan Fear
Allison Hepler
Beatriz Herrera
Bruce Herschlag and Mary Korytkowski
Ms. Carol Hoffman
Katherine A. Homrok, M.D.
John Hooper and Gale Pesyna
Dr. Susan Hoppe
Amy and Joseph Hoptay
Rachel Hovey
Christina and Douglas Hunsinger
Sheila T. Jackson
Robert L. Jennings, Jr. and Barbara H. Bott
William Neil Johnston
Marion Jones
Daniel G. and Caroline L. Kamin
Candace Kammerer

Eileen Kaplan
Marie Kelly
Jack and Ellen Kessler
Milton B. Kimura and Don Dugal
Debra Singer King
Larry Kiser
Acadia Klein
Matthew and Marie Krupp
Gregory Kochanski
Joceline Koscinel
City Councilman Bruce Kraus
Linda and Kenneth Krynski
Nicholas and Eileen Lane
Christian Lebierre and Theresa Colecchia
Sara Lee
Joel Fain Lehman
Joe Lepak
Paul and Susan Lieber
Edward and Arlene Lipman
Patricia Loring and Jeffrey Hansen
Rose and George Marcelin
Laura and Robert Marin
Ted and Joan Marstiller
Jane Marti
Jose Matos
Andrew McCall
Robert and Amy McCall
Dr. Robert H. McDonald, Jr.
Sue McLaughlin
Debra and Kevin McLean
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis P. McManus
Richard McNeer and Karen Sedat
Kenneth C. Mecching
Barbara Miller
Jim and Mary King
The Honorable Lester O. Nauhaus
Jon Nelson
Susan and Dick Nernberson
Shirley Olander
Mike and Karin O'Sullivan
Toni and Tim Olmstead
Paul and Rosemarie Schuler
Dr. and Mrs. Schuler
Robert Strickling
John Tabacchi
Dr. Ann E. Thompson
and Ms. Karen L. Christman
Ms. Amy J. Watson
Mark Weisberg and Barbara Rutecki
Ms. Amy J. Watson
Ms. Amy J. Watson
Ruth and R. Kenneth Willman
Susan L. Wolf
Gail Wolfe and Kevin Shaver
Eugenia Wu
Mary Q. Yee
Eugenia Wu
Susan L. Wolf
Ruth and R. Kenneth Willman
Susan L. Wolf

Contributions at all levels are sincerely appreciated. Every effort has been made to acknowledge the generosity of our donors. Should you discover an error or omission, please accept our sincere apologies and contact us at donors@carnegielibrary.org or 412/222-2276.
COMMUNITY FUNDRAISERS 2017
THANK YOU

Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh would like to extend a special thank you to the individuals that fundraised on behalf of the Library through the 2017 DICK’S Sporting Goods Pittsburgh Marathon and personal fundraising campaigns at carnegielibrary.org/community-fundraising/.

Marathon Fundraising Team
Brendan Barstow
Allison Caldwell
Ian Eberhardt
Dan Fiore
Jessica Fumier
Toby Greenwalt
Ashley Hatcher-Peralta
Deanne Heller
Kayla Kleyman
Ryan Koening
Justin Krauss
Caitlyn Lizik
Nicole Lowry
Kathleen Nandan
Jamila Rice
Regis Ricketts
Emily Sluk
Chuck Staresinic
Mahogany Thaxton
Gang Zhu

Personal Fundraising Campaigns
Madi Hill
Carol Hoffman
Etrrin Keenan
Rebecca McCarthy
Friends and Family of Dolores Medve

Allegheny County
Community Infrastructure and Tourism Fund

Allegheny Regional Asset District

City of Pittsburgh
Community Development Block Grant JobNet

City of Pittsburgh Library Tax

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Department of Community and Economic Development
Educational Improvement Tax Credit Program

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Office of Commonwealth Libraries
Keystone Recreation, Park & Conservation Fund
Library Services and Technology Act

2017 GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
THANK YOU
Presenting
$50,000 plus
Anonymous Donor
Allegheny Foundation
BNY Mellon Foundation of Southwestern Pennsylvania
Jack G. Buncher Charitable Fund
for the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
The Buncher Company
Jack Buncher Foundation
EOT Foundation
Cindy and Murry Gerber Foundation
Google
The Grable Foundation
Halliburton Foundation
Richard King Mellon Foundation
The Pittsburgh Foundation
Edith L. Trees Charitable Trust
United Way Contributor Choice

Investor
$10,000 - $24,999

Deceased
WPHG-TV
PNC Charitable Trust Grant Review Committee

Virginia A. McKee for the Poor Fund through the
The Donald and Sylvia Robinson Family Foundation
Renda Broadcasting
PPG Foundation
The Posner Foundation of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
Pittsburgh Community Broadcasting Corporation
Irrevocable Trust of Helen M. Moore
KQV Radio Steel City Media
John E. and Sue M. Jackson Charitable Trust
Huntington National Bank
The Milton G. Hulme Charitable Foundation
Garden Club of Allegheny County
The Pittsburgh Community Broadcasting Corporation
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
The Poisner Foundation of Pittsburgh
PPG Foundation
The Buncher Company

THANK YOU
ORGANIZATIONS,
GROUPS AND
FOUNDATIONS,
CORPORATIONS,
2017

PNC

Leader
$10,000 - $24,999
Bannor-Lappe Foundation
The Burke Foundations
C.S. Macke, LP
Cooper-Siegel Family Foundation
Cox Media Group
Dollar Bank
Duquesne Light
Eichleay Foundation
Garfield District Charities
Friends of the Music Library of Allegheny County
Friends of CLP - Squirrel Hill
Friends of the Music Library of Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
Heard Television, Inc.
Laurel Foundation
Lucchino Charitable Trust
of Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund

Investor
$5,000 - $9,999

84 Lumber
American Eagle Outfitters
Allen H. and Selma W. Berkman Charitable Trust
Bower-Hill – Beaulieu Foundation
CBS Radio
CBS Television Stations
Clark-Hunter Foundation
Eden HI Foundation
Friends of CLP - Downtown and Business
Friends of CLP - East Liberty
Go progn. Marketing Gifts Program
Helfen-Tiltzton, Inc.
Henderson Brothers, Inc.
Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield
Jewish Community Foundation of Pittsburgh
of the Jewish Federation of Greater Pittsburgh
JPMorgan Chase and Co.
KeyBank
Kiskisburg National Writing Project
The Norbold Foundation
Pittsburgh City Paper
Pittsburgh Penguins Foundation
Spectroscopy Society of Pittsburgh
UPMC Health Benefits
Waste Management
WBZZ-FM Radio
WiesnerMedia

Partner
$2,500 - $4,999

3 Rivers Combined Federal Campaign
BNY Mellon Community Partnership
The Double Eagle Foundation
Friends of CLP - Lawrenceville
Friends of CLP - Woods Run
Human Services Administration Organization
Mahan Duesens
Adam and Iva Mayer Charitable Fund
Merck Foundation
The T. R. Paul Family Foundation of
Pittsburgh Modular
Pittsburgh Quarterly
Port Authority of Allegheny County
Juliet Hillman Simonds Foundation
Society for Analytical Chemists of Pittsburgh
WKST-FM, Kiss 96.1 FM Pittsburgh
WGED Multimedia
The Rita M. and Zvonko Charitable Fund of
Vanguard Charitable Trust

Supporter
$1,000 - $2,499

Anonymous Donors (2)
Anchor Fund of The Pittsburgh Foundation
The Allegheny Charitable Foundation
V. Wayne and Cordelia Whitten Barker Fund of
The Pittsburgh Foundation
The David and Nancy Brett Philanthropic Fund
of Pittsburgh Foundation
Calcaterra Fund of The Pittsburgh Foundation
Thomas and Patricia Canfield Gift Fund
Consolidated Communications
The Mary Jo Dreszel Fund for Charitable Giving at
PNC
Duquesne University
Eakin Park Hospitality Group, Inc.
First Commonwealth Bank
James G. Fleischmann Fund of Vanguard Charitable
Friends of CLP - Hill District
Roy A. Hunt Foundation
IBM Corporation
Kateselas Family Foundation
Markel Family Philanthropic Fund
The General Endowment Fund of Greater Pittsburgh
Curtis R. and Helen B. Marqaud Fund of
The Pittsburgh Foundation
Moog Music, Inc.
Susan and James Morris Foundation Fund
Olson Zaltman and Associates, LLC
Pittsburgh Steelers
The Priest Charitable Foundation of
Vanguard Charitable Trust
Remake Learning
Rivers Casino
The Frederick W. Steingberg Charitable Foundation
Frank and Ellen Toker Fund of Fidelity Charitable
Tribune-Review Publishing Company
TriState Capital Bank
The Nancy F. and Michael Wieseman Philanthropic Fund
of the Jewish Federation of Greater Pittsburgh
Western Pennsylvania Genealogical Society
Yao Tongbin Scholarship Fund at Schwab Charitable
Zacciaeleus Fund of The Pittsburgh Foundation

Advocate
$250 - $999

Apple Matching Gifts Program
Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation
Betenske-Kraut Family Fund
of Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Employees of BNY Wealth Management
Bridges Charitable Lead Trust
Bryant Family Fund of Fidelity Charitable
Chenowth Humankind Matching Gift Program
Dominion Foundation
Frances and John Earman Fund of Fidelity Charitable
Effindir Lions Club
Bruce D. Evans Fund of Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
FABER Easy Drinking Liquors
Fraternal Order of Police
Robert and Jennifer Freeman Fund of Fidelity Charitable
Friends of the Jewish Federation of Greater Pittsburgh
Friends of CLP - West End
Gilboa Family Gift Fund of Schwab Charitable
Gertrude E. Hellerman Charitable Trust Fund
of The Pittsburgh Foundation
High Self Esteem Group
Ann B. Jannetta Giving Fund of Fidelity Charitable
Marcellus Charitable Foundation of The Pittsburgh Foundation
Joseph F. McCarthy III Legacy Foundation
Michael Baker International, Inc.
Mohan and Sajeevi Family Fund, a Donor Advised Fund
of The Pittsburgh Foundation
National Fuel Gas Company Foundation
Next Pittsburgh
The Northern Trust Company
Open Minds LLC
Oxford Development Company
Pennsylvania Brewing Company
Pennsylvania Virtual Charter School
Pittsburgh Blues Club
Pittsburgh DeafBlind Lions Club
Pleasant Hills Lions Club
Pub Chip ShopJust Good Donuts
Renaissance Charitable Foundation Inc
RMK Fund of The Pittsburgh Foundation
Rock Bottom Pittsburgh
Rycon Construction, Inc.
Sarah Scaife Foundation
Terry and Diane Schawone Charitable Fund
of the Jewish Federation
Schuler Inter Vivos Charitable Lead Trust
Seven Springs Mountain Resort
Lee and Myrna Silverman Fund
of The Pittsburgh Foundation
The Leon and Irene Skolnick Philanthropic Fund
The Susan and Peter Smed Philanthropic Fund
of the Jewish Federation of Greater Pittsburgh
The Frank E. Ruth – Spang and Company Charitable Trust
The Sprout Fund
T-Bones, Inc.
Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church
Vandra/Chang Charitable Fund of Fidelity Charitable
The Walden Trust
Wigle Whiskey
William Penn Association
Winchester Thurston School
Wolf Family Fund

2017 CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, GROUPS AND ORGANIZATIONS THANK YOU
The Library Circle recognizes generous individuals who are committed to sustaining Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh's long-term future by including the Library in their Will or estate plan, establishing a named endowment or contributing to the Library's endowment.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Carol Robinson, Chair
Percy Simpson, Vice Chair
Greg A. Zovko, Vice Chair
Councilman Bruce Kraus, Secretary
Cindy Gerber, Treasurer
Patrick Dowd
Lafe Metz
Alice Mitinger
Matthew Mohn
Patricia L. Siger

TRUSTEES
Carolyn Hess Abraham
Russell Ayres
Marc Brown
Senator Jay Costa
Betty Cruz
Councilman John DeFazio
Councilman Siim DeMarco III
Mary Alice Gorman
Councilwoman Deb Gross
Paul T. Harper
Eric Kratsa
Jeremy Kubica
Councilman R. Daniel Lavelle
Jacqui Fiske Lazo
Barbara Logari
Huma Mohiuddin
Mary Murrin
Stephen E. Perkins
Diane Powell
Carolyn Reed
Raymond D. Robinson
Councilwoman Natalia Rudiak
Thomas Sumpter
Lou Testoni
LaShawnda Thomas
Carolina Pais-Barreto Thor
Senator Randy Vulakovich

TRUSTEE EMERITI
Marcia Gumash
Frank J. Lucchino
James Walton
Betsy Watkins

Community Committee Members
Judy Gumash
Rick Pierchalski
Gary Schwager
Heather Benedict Terrell
Justin Thomas